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photography

Worth a thousand words
Abdullah Alhomoud
staff writer

While he is a corporate photographer by trade,
William Jans’ photography shows are a far cry
from the buisness world. A performer as well as a
photographer, Jans documents his travels through
Africa, South America and South-East Asia, by
combining still photographs with videos, storytelling, music and tactile elements (at one of his
shows, he brought giraffe excrement for the audience to touch).
The Vancouver-based Jans began sharing his
travel experiences since he began travelling as
a child. In 1989, he put together his first show,
performing it for his friends. They found it funny
and encouraged him to do it again. Since then he
has performed for thousands of people, across the
country.
Jans tries to reach out to the people he meets
on his journeys. “I don’t stand back and watch
things happen,” he said. “I kind of try to get in
there and participate.” He said many of the people have been very welcoming. “The people that
I’m getting to meet seem to have just as much fun
by some mzungu, which is the Swahili word for
‘whitey’, trying to fit in.”
He said that one of the tribes he stayed with in
Tanzania enjoyed his company so much that they
sacrificed a goat in his honour. “I was offered the
honour of being able to eat some of the spinal
cord, which is what the elders get to eat,” he said.
“And I gotta tell you, Cheerios are much, much
better.”
Despite the language barrier Jans said he still
tries to be outgoing. “I don’t find it hard to get
along with people at all, I find it really wonderful and quite easy. Sometimes it’s quite hard to
understand each other, but it’s all very friendly
and smiley.”
As he learned some of the local language, he
realized that some of the locals were making fun
of his baldness.
“Because I was learning more of the language,
I would sometimes stop and say, in Swahili, ‘No,
no, I’m not just bald, I’m bold and handsome!’
And they would laugh and I get to make new

While visiting the dusty Engaruka planes in Tanzania, Jans befriends as many locals as he meets.
From making the Maasai women laugh to dressing in local garb, Jans has many tales to tell.
friends.”
But there’s also been danger in Jans’ adventurous travels. During his time in the Amazon, he
shot a video while swimming with anacondas,

electric eels and sting rays. He was also robbed
while in South America, which also ended up on
film and is now part of his show.
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Coming to Montreal: Tales from Tanzania,
Oct. 14 and Solo in South America, Oct. 21
For more information, visit William Jans’
web site at www.wrjphoto.com.

poetry

It’s my party and I’ll read poetry if I want to

Committed poet Michael Mirolla reads poetry to the unsuspecting
Katie Shamash
contributor
I didn’t expect to spend my birthday like
this.
I’m listening to a poetry reading—in a restaurant. Michael Mirolla, a Canadian poet,
is sitting at my table, calmly reading Charles
Sandburg aloud while the other guests look
on in astonishment. A waiter passes by, just in
time to hear a reading of a Charles Bukowski
poem. The couple sitting at the table next to us
crane their necks towards our table, straining
to hear the last lines of Mirolla’s own poem,
“Passage: The Arabian Sea.” When Mirolla
finishes reading, he hands out free copies of
his book, “Light and Time,” to the people at
my table. The couple at the table next to us get
a copy too.
No, this isn’t an English major’s wet dream.
We’ve just been involved in Random Act of
Poetry.
Random Acts of Poetry, is a week-long event
where poets read aloud at surprise locations
across Canada, with the aim of exposing people to poetry. The event began in Victoria in
2003, with one poet. This year 31 poets will
take part.
Michael Mirolla is participating in the event
for the first time. “It’s a worthwhile initiative,”
he says. “Raising the profile of poetry, to me,

is very important.” Over the course of the past
week, he has read poetry at events ranging from
a soccer/volleyball tournament to a McGill
class for learning in retirement. Last Wednesday, a CTV camera crew filmed him reading
poetry outside McGill’s Roddick Gates.
Mirolla said that the reactions to his poetry
readings have been purely positive, even if
some people initially didn’t know how to take
it. At a dinner party last week, Mirolla’s host
was initially sceptical when he asked if he
could recite poems. When he finished reading,
however, the guests were so impressed that
many volunteered to read poems of their own.
Besides encouraging people to recite poetry
of their own, Random Acts of Poetry also offers a context to hear poetry read aloud that’s
much different from a poetry reading. Taking
only fifteen minutes, Mirolla’s performance
is short, so he “doesn’t take up much of [his
audience’s] time.” The readings are also accessible to people who might not ordinarily go
see poets read; for example, Mirolla planned to
read poetry outside of a bricklayer’s class last
Thursday. More important than the accessibility the intimacy of the reading. Mirolla, who
toured North America last year to promote his
book of short stories, Hothouse Love and Other Tales, said there’s a huge difference between
reading to promote his books and reading as
part of Random Acts. “You think more about
the audience,” he said. Instead of focusing on
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Shamash along with boyfriend Matt Sarasin (left) and Mirolla (right) partake in
the random poetry reading Katie Shamash
selling his book, Mirolla can relax and tailor
his performance to each specific audience.
Poetry, Mirolla notes, began as an oral tradition. Shamans used oral poetry to recount
the myths of creation and the afterlife. This is
perhaps appropriate because, as Mirolla was
reading with us on my birthday, his father was

gravely ill. After leaving the restaurant, Mirolla received a call telling him that his father
had died. Perhaps this is why Mirolla was so
insistent on closing his reading with the poem
“Life” by Miltos Sahtouris: “a girl/ with a
strange/ green/ burn/ is being healed/ while/
the ghost/ in despair/ weeps/ in the corner.”

